Richard Liaw, Brijen Thananjeyan, Lauren Miller, Florian T Pokorny, and Ken Goldberg proposes a hybrid of the exploration and demonstration learning paradigm. This leads to a novel policy search algorithm), where the demonstrations can bootstrap a self-supervised Q-learning algorithm.
The paper ''Active sensing for motion planning in uncertain environments via mutual information policies'' by Ryan A MacDonald and Stephen L Smith computes motion and sensing policies prior to robot deployment that enable the robot to efficiently navigate environments, where obstacles restrict the set of available motions at each workspace point. The focus on the task of moving from a start location to a goal location while minimizing the expected action cost.
The paper ''Importance sampling for online planning under uncertainty'' by Yuanfu Luo, Haoyu Bai, David Hsu, and Wee Sun Lee introduces importance sampling to sampling-based online planning under uncertainty. Specifically, the proposed variant retains the theoretical guarantee of the original algorithm, and it outperforms two state-of-the-art online algorithms on a test suite of several distinct robotic tasks.
The paper ''Risk-aware graph search with dynamic edge cost discovery'' by Jen Chung, Andrew J Smith, Ryan Skeele, and Geoffrey A Hollinger introduces a non-myopic graph search algorithm for risk-aware planning with uncertain edge costs and dynamic local edge cost discovery. It is an online planning mechanism that incorporates live feedback for deciding when to be conservative and when to be aggressive.
The paper ''Sensor-based reactive navigation in unknown convex sphere worlds'' by Omur Arslan and Daniel E Koditschek propose a new reactive motion planner taking the form of a feedback law for a first-order, perfectly sensed, and actuated disk-shaped robot, relative to a fixed goal location. The feedback-based solution can be computed using only information about the robot's instantaneous position and structure within its sensor footprint.
The paper ''Approximation algorithms for tours of height-varying view cones'' by Patrick A Plonski and Volkan Isler introduces a novel variant of the traveling salesman problem with neighborhoods. It proposes an approximation algorithm o that problem that runs in polynomial time and returns a solution that is guaranteed to be within a known factor of the optimal solution.
The paper ''Toward a language-theoretic foundation for planning and filtering'' by Fatemeh Zahra Saberifar, Shervin Ghasemlou, Dylan A Shell, and Jason M O'Kane introduces the notion of interaction language, which models the interactions between a robot and its environment. It then contributes a general representation called a ''procrustean graph'' for interaction languages and shows how to model degradations to sensing and action capabilities in this framework as ''label maps.'' The paper ''Reliable Graphs for SLAM'' by Kasra Khosoussi, Matthew Giamou, Gaurav Sukhatme, Shoudong Huang, Gamini Dissanayake, and Jonathan How aims to minimize the determinant of the estimation error in SLAM while maintaining computational tractability through the synthesis of sparse graphs with maximum treeconnectivity.
The paper ''Complete characterization of a class of privacy-preserving tracking problems'' by Yulin Zhang and Dylan A Shell focuses on the problem of tracking a target whilst preserving the target's privacy, known as the pandatracking scenario. The paper provides an analysis of strategies by examining whether the sensing operations involved at each step increase or decrease the degree of uncertainty in a directly quantifiable way.
The paper ''Dec-MCTS: Decentralized planning for multi-robot active perception'' by Graeme Best, Oliver M Cliff, Timothy Patten, Ramgopal R Mettu, and Robert Fitch proposes a new decentralized planning algorithm that is essentially a novel decentralized variant of MCTS. It alternates between exploring each robot's individual action space and optimizing a probability distribution over the joint-action space.
The paper ''Multi-agent path topology in support of socially competent navigation planning'' by Christoforos I Mavrogiannis and Ross A Knepper designs a navigation planning framework for artificial agents, navigating crowded environments. It incorporates notions of cooperation into an agent's decision-making process by constructing an inference mechanism that reasons about joint strategies of avoidance.
The paper ''A BCMP network approach to modeling and controlling autonomous mobility-on-demand systems'' by Ramon Iglesias, Federico Rossi, Rick Zhang, and Marco Pavone aims to devise a general, unifying analytical framework for the analysis and control of autonomous mobility-ondemand systems. The framework allows to several real-world constraints to be taken into account, in particular state-ofcharge of autonomous electric vehicles and road congestion.
The paper ''Simultaneous system design and path planning: A sampling-based algorithm'' by Kevin Molloy, Laurent Denarie, Marc Vaisset, Thierry Siméon, and Juan Cortés proposes an extension of the path-planning problem, in which some features of the mobile system are not fixed a priori and can be selected from a finite number of combinations. The goal is to find the best design (i.e., values for the variable features) to optimize the motion between given configurations.
The paper ''Matrix completion as a post-processing technique for probabilistic roadmaps'' by Joel Esposito and John Wright introduces a post-processing technique for probabilistic roadmaps (PRMs) that uses convex optimization to estimate the status of unobserved graph edges without any additional collision checks. The paper shows that the adjacency matrix of a PRM can be decomposed into the sum of sparse and low-rank terms, which encode information about problem difficulty.
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